Shelter in Yard Tips and Tasks:
How to Help Birds Survive Wildﬁres

These wildfires have degraded our air quality and the respiratory health of millions of people. Our
hearts go out to those who have been displaced, lost a home, or a loved one.
Many are asking how this impacts the birds in their neighborhoods and want to know what they can
do to help the birds in their communities. Birds are already stressed with their habitat loss, climate
change, and pollution. Now they have another stress to worry about.
Many species are moving to escape the flames and migrate. However, many wild food sources and
rest areas are scorched, leaving birds highly vulnerable.

What can we do to help?

Tips for Bird Feeders

Tips for Bird Baths

Providing Food and Water are the
most important steps that you
can do to help birds stay clean
and nourished. You may even
catch a glimpse of birds that
weren’t in your neighborhood
before and need help!

Keep your bird feeders or
trays stocked with bird seed.
A variety of seeds will attract
the greatest variety of birds.
Black-oil sunflower seed
appeals to the greatest
number of birds. When
using blends, choose
mixtures containing
sunflower seeds, millet, and
cracked corn— the three
most popular types of
birdseed. Mixtures of
peanuts, nuts, and dried
fruit area attractive to
woodpeckers, nuthatches,
and titmice.

Water: Provide water in a
bird bath or shallow tray (2
in.) for drinking and
bathing. Add a few rocks
for easy perching. With a
lot of bird traﬃc to your
bath during fires, it’s
important to change out
the water daily to prevent
the spread of disease and
to flush out any ash that
has collected.

For more information
download
Wildlife Displacement Due
to Wildfires Safety Tips

For more resources, visit our Shelter in Yard page on the
Santa Clara Council FireSafe Council website.

